Supplementary Information Text
Experimental Section NMR Spectroscopy and Spectral Assignments. General methods for resonance assignments of RNA:peptide complexes have been described elsewhere (1) (2) (3) . Briefly, NMR data were collected on Bruker 500, 600 and 800MHz spectrometers equipped with HCN cryo-probes.
Unlabeled and uniformity 13 C/ 15 N labeled RNA:peptide titration experiments were conducted at 4 o C using 1D 1 H excitation sculpting pulse sequence (4) and 2D 15 N-1 H HSQC. respectively.
Dihedral and distance restrains were predicted from H1'-H2' and H1'-H3' peak intensities in 2D 1 H-1 H total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) with TOCSY mixing times of 40ms and 80ms. 2D C. NOESY spectra with mixing times from 100ms to 350ms were collected for distance restraints with the intensity and volume of the H5/H6 pyrimidine cross peak at 100ms used to calibrate short distances. All NMR data were processed using Bruker Topspin (3.1) or NMRPipe (5) and visualized with Topspin, Sparky (6) or CCPNMR (7).
After the RNA was fully titrated with the JB181 peptide, initial RNA assignments of the complex were identified by comparing TOCSY and NOESY spectra of the TAR:L22 complex; which showed only small differences. Complete RNA assignment of the TAR:JB181 complex was confirmed using uniform 13 was calculated with XPLOR-NIH (9) with torsion angle dynamics and simulated annealing from an extended starting structure using similar strategy for the TAR peptide complexes (2, 10). The structure was initially folded with NOE-derived distance restraints from 2D 1 H-1 H NOESY and structures. Refinement of this lowest energy structures followed similar approaches described previously using 165 dihedral angle restraints and database potential functions (2, 9-11) but without residual dipolar couplings (RDC). The quality of the NOESY data provided sufficient number of restraints that RDC refinement was not necessary. Convergence was established when we observed no NOE violation greater than 0.5A or dihedral angle violations greater than 5 degrees for the majority of structures. The top twenty converged structures are superimposed in Figure 3b and visualized with PyMol (12). 
Fig. S6.
Representative gel comparing binding affinity of the P-TEFb/TAT1:57/AFF4 to Free HIV-1 TAR (black) or the JB181/TAR preformed complex (blue). Under both conditions, the RNA was held at 100pM and protein complex was increased from 0 to 90nM. The JB181 concentration was held 3-fold excess relative to RNA at 300pM, all sample buffers had 250x fold excess tRNA as background competitor. S8 . A close up of the NOESY spectrum for the JB181-TAR complex in H2O highlining the exchangeable protons involved in proposed hydrogen bond between lysine 6 of JB181 and U25 of HIV TAR. The position of U25 in the JB181 complex is different compared to other TAR structures, this new orientation was established by NOEs from U25-H5 to the Arg5 side chain in both H2O and D2O spectra. The greater NOE peak intensity between lysine 6 and U25-H5 compared to C24-H5 suggests the position of the side chain is closer to U25. These structure restraints coupled with mutational analysis of the peptide and RNA suggested we could enforce a hydrogen bond restraint between Lys6 and U25. S12 . A side by side comparison between L22 (A, pdb 5J0M) and JB181 (B, pdb 6D2U) structures shows the peptides are recognized in a similar manner by TAR. However, two specific changes in JB181 led to a very high affinity ligand compared to L22. First, shortening Arg1 sidechain to Dab1 maintained a salt bridge between these cations and RNA backbone. This change shortens the distance between peptide and RNA backbone, pitching the peptide relative to RNA helical axis. Secondly, coupling a short Dab1 with a short Nor11 compared to Arg11 further pitches the peptide, opening a new binding pocket for Arg3 between A22 and U23. These two changes lead to the formation of a new hydrogen bond between Lys6 and U25. JB181 (B,D) . Both peptides form hydrogen bond with G28 but JB181 structure is greatly more resolved. In addition to forming base triple with G28 and Arg5, in JB181 Arg3 stacks under U23 to interact with G26. This arginine "sandwiching" helps restrain the base triple as reported in the NMR data (Fig S7) . In L22, Arg3 is pointed out towards the RNA backbone, rather than stacked under U23. Table S1 . Binding affinity for a positional scanning library of peptide derivatives of L-22 binding to HIV-1 TAR RNA as determined by EMSA. Position 13 and 14 for each peptide is D-Proline and L-Proline, respectively. Peptides with binding affinities greater than 1 uM were not evaluated further for activity against HIV without tRNA or BIV TAR RNA.
Position
Kd ( All complex heavy (C, N, O, P) 1.7 All complex backbone 1.4 a Pairwise r.m.s. deviation was calculated among 10 refined structures measured by first aligning all structures to the lowest energy model using VMD (13) .
